NOTES:
1. INSTALLATION TO BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER’S SPECIFICATIONS.
2. DO NOT SCALE DRAWINGS
3. CONTRACTORS NOTE: FOR PRODUCT AND COMPANY INFORMATION VISIT WWW.MTIDRY.COM

FULL STONE VENEER RUN TO GRADE INSTALLATION WITH CMU BACKUP WALL, STRUCTALATH AND H&B STONE WALL TIES

10MM SURE CAVITY™ (SCMM 2516) AND WALL OPENING WEEPS™ (WOW 9095)

SURE CAVITY™ FABRIC TO FACE THE WEATHER

EXTERIOR OF BUILDING

CMU BACKUP WALL

APPLY APPROPRIATE AIR AND MOISTURE BARRIER AS PER LOCAL CODE AND CLIMATE CONDITION

HEAVY WATERPROOFING

SURE CAVITY™ FABRIC TO FACE THE WEATHER

FULL STONE VENEER WITH CAVITY SLUSHED FULL

10MM SURE CAVITY™ (SCMM 2516)

STRUCTALATH SF CR II

TIE-HVR-195VB ANCHOR SYSTEM BY HOHMANN & BARNARD 16” ON CENTER

WALL OPENING WEEPS™ (WOW 9095)

WALL OPENING WEEPS™ SCORED AND CRACKED OFF WHILE MORTAR IS STILL PLASTIC

MTI CAD drawings are created from sources deemed to be reliable. However, MTI does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information, nor shall be held responsible for any errors, omissions, or damages arising out of the use of this information. These drawings are created with the understanding that MTI is providing information but is not attempting to render engineering or other professional service. If such services are required, the assistance of an appropriate profession should be sought. Use MTI materials in strict conformance with local building codes and regulations. Consult local code/code officials prior to installation. It is the buyer's responsibility to ensure that MTI materials are used in strict conformance with local building codes and regulations.
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